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Abstract
Global financial crisis is not a new phenomenon. The world has witnessed financial crisis since many centuries. The 
repetition of global financial crisis reveals that global financial setup is not stable thus, prone to frequent financial 
crisis. However, zero interest rate policy has been launched by developed countries in order to offset the effects of 
global financial crisis but to date the issue of financial and monetary instability has not been overcome. Interest rate 
as the main component of financial setup has adversely affected the permanent solution to global financial crisis. The 
study is undertaken to analyze the effect of interest rate (riba) in propagation of global financial crisis and to analyze 
the alternate financial mechanism to prevent global financial and economic crisis on permanent basis. However, the 
qualitative research methodology is pursued to build a conceptual framework by applying inductive paradigm to 
address the issue of understanding the rationale behind the prohibition of interest based financial paradigm particularly 
regarding Islamic perspective. The expected outcome suggests that man-made laws in order to subside divine laws 
in financial paradigm have given rise to financial, ethical and economic crisis. Global financial crisis is the outcome 
of easy access to credit, abundance of loans upon interest, speculation, greed as well as corruptive motives to exploit 
each other.
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Introduction and Background
The term financial crisis is not a new concept instead it has been 
known since many centuries as the world has witnessed financial 
crisis repeatedly which includes stock market crash, currency 
crisis, financial bubble and sovereign default. Since 20th century 
world has faced so many financial crises including last financial 
crisis 2007-2009 [1]. However, due to house booming and easy 
credit policy during 2007-2009 financial crisis occurred while 
in general due to monitory instability or easy monitory policies 
financial crisis are repeated periodically [2]. Global financial cri-
sis is the outcome of economic as well as financial policies car-
ried by developed world most prominently United States which 
has affected the developing countries. Global financial crisis has 
been transmitted from developed world to developing countries 
due to financial flow, greater the dependence of developing 
countries upon developed world with respect to financial flow 
have been greatly hit by financial crisis. Thus, western global 
financial crisis resulted in inflation, increased borrowing cost, 
reduction in per capita income and devaluation of currencies in 
developing countries [3]. Before financial crisis of 2008, it was 
considered that the role of religion in financial system of the 
world is insignificant and no interconnected relationship exist 
between financial matters and the religion stated [4]. The con-

ventional banks operate on the basis of involving Riba, Gharar, 
exploitations, and Gambling factors. The global financial crisis 
of 2008 has created distinctive consciousness among end users 
of banks towards an alternative banking approach to comple-
ment conventional banking system which is based upon failed 
morality considerations as it promotes greed, abuse and cor-
ruption. Thus, as an alternative approach Islamic banking got 
prominence as it is offering very distinctive yet unique features 
which distinguished it from other banking system [5]. During 
global financial crisis of (2007-2008) the performance of Islam-
ic banking sector was relatively much better in efficiency and 
performance [6]. However, in order to offset the effect of global 
financial crisis 2007-2009 the central banks of developed world 
have been switched to unconventional monetary policies. The 
Central Banks of developed countries since 2008 with the failure 
of capitalism itself engaged in using lower zero bound policy [7]. 
Japan has used interest rate at zero percent for the very first time 
in 1999 to fight deflation and to uplift its economy [8]. United 
Kingdom since 2009 had been using interest rate near zero per-
cent that is at 0.5% to 2013 and the central Bank of United States 
of America is using lower bound interest rate policy by using 
interest rates of 0.25% from 2008 until 2013 but fluctuating in-
terest does not help them because interest as an exploitation tool 
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was still existent in financial setup [9]. Since financial crisis of 
2008 different central banks are using interest rate to zero policy 
rates but below zero percent interest rates are used by the central 
banks of European countries like Denmark, Sweden and Swit-
zerland. Since global financial crisis, Swedish Central Bank uses 
-0.5 interest rates as in 2016 [10]. However, interest rate above 
zero, near zero or below zero is prohibited as per Islamic Shariah 
[11]. Through the last sermon of Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) 
during Farewell Pilgrimage 10 A.H (623 AD) it had been clearly 
conveyed to Muslim Ummah that all forms of Riba becomes 
invalid and void for you, it is only the principle amount which 
needs to be paid off [12]. If any surplus amount is paid upon 
loan-based contract then this extra amount upon loan would be 
considered as riba [13]. That is the main reason in regard to de-
veloped countries are not achieving desired results to stabilize 
their economies as the underlying foundation of their economies 
are based upon secularism and nothing is helpful without solid 
foundation of divine laws [11]. Islamic finance helps to reduce 
inflation by promoting stake in risk of loss and profit through 
ethically permissible business ventures under Shariah supervi-
sion therefore ensures stable economy which forms the basis for 
development [14]. Islamic banking has not or even very lesser 
extent affected by financial crisis because it had shown signifi-
cant growth during financial crisis [15].

Literature Review
Global financial crisis became drastic during 9th-10th August, 
2007 when the interest rates went so high suddenly [2]. Due to 
bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers in 2008 the wave of financial 
crisis propagated and as outcome banks stopped interbank lend-
ing and interest rate was rose to 5% on interbank borrowings. 
However, regulatory authorities tried to put more liquidity in fi-
nancial market, but eventually economic transactions are de-
clined and thus economies faced severe recession in 2009. In 
1997-1998 financial crisis stricken Asian countries [16]. The re-
peated financial as well as economic crisis happens due to bank-
ing system relying mainly upon instrument of interest and spec-
ulations [11]. However, financial crisis is periodically repeating 
since the capitalism has been adopted as global financial setup. 
Due to rise in asset prices has sharply given rise to financial cri-
sis thus, quick rise in asset prices as well as contagion nature of 
financial crisis are significantly correlated. The Lombard Street 
has addressed financial crisis of last century and the role of lend-
er of last resort to address the issue. Lender of last resort in a fi-
nancial crisis must have to lend freely, by applying penalty rate 
with respect to collateral that is marketable in ordinary course of 
business while there is no distress [17]. Thus, financial crisis can 
be stopped to happen if debt has been granted without interest 
and reliance upon debt has been restricted by imposing collater-
als. Financial crisis has been taking place throughout the centu-
ries and arises due to quick lack of confidence upon the exis-
tence of some financial organizations or assets [18, 19]. This is 
because the chain of credit is interlinked with the assumptions 
regarding the capability of debtors to settle payments therefore, 
in order to prevent and settle down the spread of financial crisis 
the existence of lender of last resort is must. Lender of last resort 
basic role is to provide guarantee of loan within certain confined 
conditions to stop financial distress to spread or to stop it even to 
start. Fisher (1945), Simon, (1948), Friedman (1969) and so 

many others have stated that the exiting financial system of the 
world based upon interest has been unstable [20]. In 1929 by the 
Wall Street disintegrate or collapsed, the building of capitalist 
economy has also been intensely vibrated. The economic shocks 
let the economists to think about the soundness of structure upon 
which capitalism is standing. Since 1929 to 1939 due to eco-
nomic shocks the world has been subjected to exhaust due to the 
wake of financial problems carried by fragile capitalism opened 
the doors of seriously ponder upon the economic problems and 
its solutions. Till 13th century the church rule was having su-
premacy and taking interest was severely prohibited but allowed 
rent charged against using land or durable goods by cannon or 
church law. However, due to gradual decrease in church powers, 
the secular powers have been increased and interest-based loans 
has been allowed [21]. Thus, interest as an exploitative tool with 
respect to debt is a powerful tool to control civilizations as well 
as by allowing extracting resources from their economies. With 
respect to Bagehot rules the IMF as lender of last resort should 
forward its loans to countries who follows certain rule of re-
quirements especially in context of banking system and foreign 
banks should be allowed to operate in their countries and loans 
would be sanctioned on the basis of collateral [22, 23]. Japan has 
lowered interest rate for the first time in developed world to zero 
percent by adopting zero interest rate policy (ZIRP) twenty years 
back and set an example for aggressive monitory policies of 
United States and European countries with respect to encounter 
their own financial crisis years later. Bank of Japan (BOJ) has 
used Zero Interest Rate policy (ZIRP) in 1999 to avoid deflation 
by reducing its interest rates to zero percent and since then main-
taining unconventional monetary policy in one way or the other 
way. Since then, US, Europe and Japan are using the policy in 
more or less extent like Japan and European countries are still 
using near zero or below zero percent interest rate however Unit-
ed States is -2.5% but still the ultimate outcome of zero interest 
rate (ZIR) policy implications by three major economies of the 
world like United States of America (USA), Japan and Europe 
have not been realized in its real sense because all the three have 
not exited from it. Though the concept of ZIRP adopted by BOJ 
was controversial at that time but still its potential impact and 
outcome has been poorly understood even by BOJ’s officials im-
plementing it [24]. The experience of Japan for last 20 years of 
using zero lower bound policy in one way or the other way 
shows the extent and power of central bank to take steps by their 
own by underscoring the importance of broader economic re-
forms as well as fiscal policy in connection with monetary pro-
gram as stated [25]. Applying near zero bound or below zero 
bound upon interest the presence of interest as an exploitative 
tool cannot be overcome [11]. United Kingdom has been using 
zero lower bound rates by reducing interest rate to 0.5% and 
stayed at same lower bound percentage since March 2009 to 
2013. Likewise, in USA, the Federal Reserve Bank adopted zero 
lower bound monetary policy by reducing interest rates in be-
tween 0% to 0.25% since December 2008 till 2013 stated by [9]. 
Whether interest is near to zero or just below zero, it will still be 
interest unless interest has been completely omitted upon debt 
such as zero interest upon loan [11]. The world has witnessed 
crisis which is frequent, contagion in nature and virulent and 
spreads throughout the world financial markets therefore, it is 
inevitable to restructure or redesign to strengthen international 
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financial system to reduce the frequency and intensity of finan-
cial crisis as well as to strengthen global capital markets and 
domestic capital markets as the financial crisis that raised in 
1994 in Mexico then in 1997 and 1998 of east Asia spread to 
Russia, Europe and Latin America, [26]. Interest rate upon long 
term Government bonds has been at its lowest value since last 
150 years with respect to developed economies. The global sec-
ular forces are the sole authority in creating low interest rate 
situation where real interest rate lie at 2% for more than 40 years. 
This situation has been arisen due to the motives of investors for 
safety as well as liquidity and response towards low growth in 
global economy. The trend in real interest rate has been started 
fallen after 1980’s and even in 2016 it had been having been 0.5 
%. The secular trend in decreasing rate of real interest is highly 
reflecting a global incidence. Such as, real interest rate has been 
reduced in advanced economies especially in UK, Germany, 
France, Italy, Japan, Canada and United States of America. Low-
er interest rates in developed countries are purely a secular situ-
ation and has been brought up by global forces who are having 
specific stakes and connection within certain countries national 
policies as well as internal developments. Thus, whatever the 
forces in future will increase real interest rates will also be glob-
al [27]. Western developed world has adopted lower interest or 
near zero interest rate helps workers or labor market. The Feder-
al Reserve Banks decision to keep zero interest rate policy in 
place may not be good for investors of Wall Street but it is good 
news for labor market or workers. The economy where millions 
of workers could not find job while they want to do job, and 
millions of workers did not get permanent jobs, where wages or 
salaries are stagnant provides most sound justification towards 
keeping interest rate lower. Higher interest rates will result in 
fewer jobs as well as lower wages [28]. However, man-made 
laws became invalid if it contradicts divine laws [29]. The histo-
ry of Islamic finance is as old as divine religions are to date [30]. 
All divine books have guided human beings to carryout econom-
ic activities without interest so that wellbeing of humans can be 
assured. In experimentation with interest rates by developed 
countries to stabilize global financial setup would not result in 
rescuing the existing fragile financial setup because without di-
vine guidance financial crisis cannot be overcome. In order to 
reap the fruit of complete interest free economic paradigm coun-
tries needs to abolish interest from their economies to realize 
divine barakah. Without inculcating Islamic values of sharing 
and redistribution of wealth as practiced in Islamic societies 
back in 1400 AD, the existing Muslim regimes cannot be able to 
solve its economic, financial and social problems [31].

Methodology
The study upon causes, effect and prevention of global financial 
crisis in viewpoint of Islam is undertaken by pursuing qualitative 
research methodology. The conceptual framework is followed 
inductively to address the issue of global financial crisis which 
arises mainly due to interest rates and speculative measures car-
ried forth under conventional financial setup. Therefore, in all 
divine religions particularly Islam, interest is prohibited as it 
results in exploitation of fellow human beings. Moreover, pro-
moting riba based financial, monetary and economic setup in 
personal pursuits against divine guidance will always result in 
fragile, unstable economic and financial regimes globally.

Discussion 
Financial crisis of 2008-2009 has led the wave of Privatization 
to keep Government’s solvents. Through financialization pro-
cess financial markets, organizations and aristocrats holds great-
er control upon economic policies and respective outcomes. The 
risk of having another economic and financial crisis is higher. 
The global debt has raised very high and hit US$ 164 Trillion 
in 2016, which is parallel to 225 percent of global Gross Do-
mestic Product. It is expected that the next financial crisis may 
hit developing countries and with much more intensity than de-
veloped world because private capital has been moved towards 
developing world to earn higher returns due to lower interest 
rates and quantitative easing policies of developed world [32]. 
After global financial crisis of 2007 the global economy has 
been in the state of recovering out of financial crisis but at the 
same time loans of the world has been raised to trillions of dol-
lars. Global debt to GDP ratio has been risen 400 percent as the 
volume of world-wide debt has been risen which could give rise 
to another financial crisis of a much severe nature [33]. As in 
today’s world, economic problem is regards as the sole problem 
amongst residents of this world. Self-interest, maximization of 
profit as well as satisfying nasty needs is the sole purpose of 
today’s secular world [34]. Thus, Economic systems based upon 
interest has given rise to other economic problems and needs 
solid foundations of religion to address economic problems in 
certain regimes. Capitalism is failed for being a social system. 
Therefore, the world is looking for new financial system to be 
adopted [35]. It has been discussed so many times that zero low-
er bound rate could be eliminated with the elimination of paper 
currency from the economies and give rise to electronic money 
[36]. Thus, it shows that zero or near to zero percent interest is 
not a new phenomenon adopted since very long ago to offset 
financial crisis but could not have stopped these crises respec-
tively. Whether interest rate is almost zero or below zero it is 
still interest based upon exploitation and injustice with respect 
to divine decree against humans. World by itself has witnessed 
that lower interest or near zero interest since centuries could not 
have stopped world from economic as well as financial shocks 
apart from social crisis it has caused since centuries amongst 
residents of the world. In today’s world, human has been acting 
as an economic animal and has become slave of one-eyed in-
tellectuals in different professions viewing every problem with 
their microscopic approach. There is a need to devise a strategy 
to solve moral and ethical problems of the world [37]. All eco-
nomic activities carried by risk sharing factors ensures the well-
being of all market participants particularly and society general-
ly. Without risk sharing factor the vulnerability of conventional 
financial institutions relying upon debt financing is reinvested by 
the repetition of financial crisis [38]. The interest, riba or usury 
is prohibited in Islam because lending upon interest does not 
produce any new wealth in the economy [39]. However, there 
is firm zero percent interest or without interest in Islam but if 
any rate is set above zero rate then it will give rise to usurious 
rate of interest [40]. The involvement of economic participants 
through conventional banking setup on the basis of risk shar-
ing principles, without any interest and gharar is possible [11]. 
Because, Islamic economics philosophy lies upon without riba 
and is based upon the distribution of wealth amid market partic-
ipants as a reward for taking risk hence, discourages wealth in 
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few hands through interest-based earnings and wealth hoardings 
[41]. Islamic banking refers to without interest and not zero re-
turn [42]. Return upon investment is the reward for participa-
tion of sharing risk among market participants for carrying out 
economic activities. The philosophical underpinning of interest 
free phenomenon kept the logic of condemning injustice, ex-
ploitation and oppression against human beings flourished by 
capitalism [11]. Riba is condemned because it increases gap in 
poverty as 60% of resources in the world are accumulated and 
used by 20% of world’s rich people [43]. The reason for survival 
of majority of Islamic banking segment around the world during 
global financial crisis lies in the fact that Islamic banks avoid 
interest-based dealings, gambling factors, short selling and its 
financing is based upon equity and debt-based instruments. It 
encourages involvement of all market participants through profit 
and loss sharing basis, which opposes conventional banks debt 
financing as Islamic banks financial products are backed by as-
sets and thus increased stability during market crisis is main-
tained [44]. The Islamic tasawor of zero interest rate financing is 
the complete abolishment of interest or riba against bank loans. 
Because the Islamic tasawor of interest free financing is based 
upon divine law derived from Quran and Sunnah of Prophet Mu-
hammad PBUH and it is based upon the ontology of Akhirah 
concept which is the life after this world.

Conclusion
The existing world’s financial and economic setup is filled with 
chaos and uncertainty which is basically due to interest and 
speculative practices. By segregating religion from financial and 
economic affairs of the world has widened the doors of miseries 
for residents of the world. The only true model of economy lies 
in incorporating divine guidelines towards establishing global 
financial setups without any crisis. As financial crisis is the out-
come of easy access to credit, abundance of loans, speculation, 
greed as well as corruptive motives to exploit each other. The 
economic system of the globe is unstable due to human deeds 
targeting quick returns out of their investments. Thus, as an out-
come financial crisis is repeated with much intensity whether 
by the burst of housing bubble, credit crunch, asset bubble, eco-
nomic meltdown etc. as suffered by United States of America 
and Euro zone.
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